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Abstract—Optical layer monitoring and fault localization
serves as a critical functional module in the control and man-
agement of optical networks. An efficient monitoring scheme
aims at minimizing not only the hardware cost required for
100% link failure localization, but also the number of redundant
alarms and monitors such that the network fault management
can be simplified as well. In recent years, several optical layer
monitoring schemes were reported for fast and efficient link fail-
ure localization, including simple, non-simple monitoring cycle
(m-cycle) and monitoring trail (m-trail). Optimal ILP (Integer
Linear Program) models and heuristics were also proposed
with smart design philosophy on flexibly trading off different
objectives. This article summarizes those innovative ideas and
methodologies with in-depth analysis on their pros and cons. We
also provide insights on future research topics in this area, as
well as possible ways for extending the new failure localization
approaches to other network applications.
Index Terms—Fast link failure localization, ILP (Integer Lin-
ear Program), monitoring cycle (m-cycle), monitoring trail (m-
trail), WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing).
I. INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH the problem of fault detection and localiza-tion has been widely studied in general communication
networks [1]–[5], it continues to attract extensive research
attentions in optical networks [6]–[18] as WDM (Wavelength
Division Multiplexing) technology is widely deployed in the
past decade. Due to the high-speed nature and the vulnerability
of WDM-based all-optical networks, fast monitoring and fault
localization schemes play a vital role in immediate traffic
recovery against a particular component failure. A monitoring
scheme monitors the health of the network and helps to local-
ize a component failure, such as a fiber-cut [19], [20] which
is the most common failure in optical networks. According to
Bellcore statistics, the rate of fiber-cuts is about 1-5 cuts per
1000 km each year which corresponds with the results of [21].
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If a fiber carries 160 wavelength channels and each operates at
10 Gbps (OC-192), a fiber-cut will result in 1.6 Tbps data loss
[22], [23]. This leads to great economic damage, as our daily
commercial, social and cultural activities have tremendously
relied on Internet which is built on top of the optical backbone
[19], [24], [25]. If a link failure can be accurately localized in a
timely manner, the disrupted traffic will be promptly rerouted
to bypass the failed link [26]. Accordingly, a fast monitoring
scheme helps to minimize service downtime and data loss as
well as economic damage.
Basically, either upper layer protocols or optical layer
schemes can work alone for fault monitoring. They can also
work together in a cross-layer manner. The choice generally
depends on the tradeoff between the desired hardware cost and
the fault detection time, and it may differ from case to case
in practical network implementations. Examples include fault
management mechanisms in some routing protocols such as
IS-IS (Intermediate System-Intermediate System) and OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First) [4], or cross-layer designs [7]. An
information theoretic approach is also reported in [8], [9],
where link failures are localized by analyzing the syndromes
(i.e. measurement results) of a minimum number of probe
signals. The probe signals are sent onto a set of predetermined
lightpaths for fault diagnosis purpose, where a lightpath is
an all-optically connected path using a wavelength channel
on each link along the path. Compared with optical layer
monitoring schemes, upper layer protocols need less hardware
support but more signaling efforts for fault monitoring. As
a result, optical layer monitoring schemes generally respond
much faster to a failure event, and thus is preferred in
achieving fast link failure localization.
In an optical layer monitoring scheme, a link failure is
detected and localized simply based on the on-off status
of some supervisory optical signals. This requires additional
wavelength channels to transmit the supervisory optical sig-
nals, and some special devices called monitors [10] to check
the on-off status and generate alarms upon a failure event.
This hardware cost is necessary for achieving fast link failure
localization at the optical layer, and is to be minimized as
a major design objective. Meanwhile, reducing the required
number of monitors has more significant importance, because
it leads to less fault management efforts by managing only
a small set of monitors. Due to the transparency (i.e., the
all-optical property) of the network, an upstream link failure
generally triggers redundant alarms in the monitors equipped
at the downstream nodes. It is reported that a single fiber-
1553-877X/11/$25.00 c© 2011 IEEE
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cut with only 16 disrupted wavelengths can lead to hundreds
of alarms in the network [11]. This not only increases the
management cost of the control plane, but also makes the
failure localization difficult. Therefore, minimizing the number
of required monitors (but without losing the accuracy of the
failure localization) can greatly simplify fault management
and make the network more scalable. By jointly considering
the costs of monitors and supervisory wavelength channels, a
monitoring cost can be defined (see (1) in Section II.A) which
provides a performance metric in comparing different optical
layer monitoring schemes.
We assume a single link failure in the network. With the
design objective of minimizing the monitoring cost, the goal
of a fast monitoring scheme is to accurately localize each
possible link failure (i.e., 100% link failure localization). At
present, optical layer monitoring schemes generally adopt link-
based monitors, where each individual link needs a dedi-
cated monitor. Obviously, 100% link failure localization can
be easily ensured in this case, but the number of required
monitors equals to the number of links in the network. To
reduce the amount of monitoring resources and management
efforts, a common approach is to predefine a set of supervisory
lightpaths and assign one monitor to each of them. As such,
one monitor is capable of generating alarm upon any link
failure on the supervisory lightpath [8], [9], [12]–[18]. If
multiple supervisory lightpaths pass through the failed link,
each of the monitors associated with the supervisory lightpaths
will generate an alarm due to the disruption of the supervisory
optical signal. Those alarm signals can be denoted by a binary
alarm code, where each binary bit indicates whether the
corresponding monitor alarms or not. If the set of supervisory
lightpaths are properly allocated such that each link failure will
trigger alarms in a unique set of monitors, then the failure can
be localized by identifying the unique alarm code.
In principle, the above mechanism can be interpreted into
a one-to-one mapping where each link failure is mapped onto
a unique alarm code. It is equivalent to coding each link in
the network, subject to a series of constraints including 100%
link failure localization, cost minimization, as well as net-
work topology and monitoring structure constraints (i.e., each
supervisory lightpath must be properly set up to transmit the
supervisory optical signal). Due to such a coding mechanism,
it is possible to use only a few bits (or monitors) to monitor the
health status of a large number of links. This is the key point
why 100% link failure localization can be achieved with a
dramatically reduced number of monitors (compared with the
conventional link-based monitoring scheme).
In the past, how to design the monitoring structure was
a key concern. Although it is now clear that the monitoring
structure should be constructed as supervisory ligthpaths, other
structures such as monitoring cycle (or m-cycle) [14] also
attracted a lot of research interests in previous studies [12]–
[16]. As far as we know, the concept of simple m-cycle
is first proposed in [14], where a set of simple cycles are
found to cover the network topology and provide supervisory
wavelengths for fault monitoring. A simple m-cycle is an
optical loopback of supervisory wavelengths and it passes
through each on-cycle node exactly once. It is implemented
by pre-cross-connecting a supervisory wavelength on each
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Fig. 1. Fast link failure localization based on simple m-cycles.
on-cycle link. To design simple m-cycle solutions, heuristic
algorithms and ILP (Integer Linear Program) models [13]–
[15] are proposed.
The m-cycle concept is also extended to non-simple m-cycle
in [16]. In contrast to a simple m-cycle, a non-simple m-cycle
is allowed to pass through a node multiple times. Generally,
non-simple m-cycles can better explore mesh connectivity of
a network than simple m-cycles due to the more flexible
monitoring structure.
Recently, a new concept of monitoring trail (or m-trail) was
proposed [17], [18]. It differs from simple and non-simple
m-cycles by removing the cycle constraint, and thus an m-
trail can be taken as an acyclic supervisory lightpath with an
associated monitor equipped at the destination node of the
m-trail. Similar to a non-simple m-cycle, an m-trail can pass
through a node multiple times. In fact, it is shown in [27]
that simple cycle is a special case of non-simple cycle, and
both simple and non-simple cycles are special cases of trail
(i.e., they can be treated as closed trails). In general, m-trail
provides the most flexible monitoring structure in exploring
mesh connectivity of the network, and thus achieves the
minimum monitoring cost compared with other optical layer
monitoring schemes. On the other hand, ILP-based optimal
design of m-trails [17] needs huge computation and thus is not
scalable. To this end, an efficient heuristic is proposed in [18].
Since minimizing the number of required monitors is very
important, multiple papers [13], [18] also analyze the bound
on the number of monitors based on some special topologies
such as ring and fully-meshed topologies.
The remaining part of this article summarizes the most up-
to-date research progress on optical layer monitoring schemes.
The concepts of simple, non-simple m-cycles and m-trails
are surveyed and the design philosophy of the corresponding
algorithms is studied. We also analyze the pros and cons of
each scheme, and provide some hints for pending issues and
future research topics in this area.
II. SIMPLE M-CYCLE
A. Concept of Simple m-Cycle
Fig. 1a shows the monitoring structure of a simple m-
cycle, which passes through each on-cycle node exactly once.
It is a loop-back optical pre-cross-connection of supervisory
wavelengths with a pair of optical transceivers and a dedicated
monitor. If any link on the m-cycle fails, optical supervisory
signal in the m-cycle will be disrupted. Accordingly, the
monitor detects the off-status of the supervisory signal and
generates an alarm.
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Assume that an m-cycle solution consists of M m-cycles
{c0, c1, . . . , cM−1}. Upon a particular link failure, optical
supervisory signals in all m-cycles passing through the failed
link will be disrupted, and the corresponding monitors will
alarm. A binary alarm code [aM−1, . . . , a1, a0] is thus ob-
tained, where ai = 1 means that the monitor on m-cycle ci
alarms and ai = 0 otherwise. Fig. 1b shows an example with
three m-cycles {c0, c1, c2}. If link (0, 1) fails, the monitors
on c0 and c1 will alarm to generate an alarm code [0, 1, 1].
Then, the failure can be localized by referring to the predefined
alarm code table in Fig. 1c. Note that in the middle part of
the alarm code table, each row gives a binary alarm code for
a particular link failure, and each column matches an m-cycle
which passes through those links with a corresponding “1”
entry in this column.
If a path consists of at least two links and any intermediate
node on it has a nodal degree of two, we call the path a
segment (such as 2 − 4 − 3 in Fig. 1b). A cycle-based mon-
itoring scheme cannot distinguish individual failures on the
same segment (e.g. the two failures at links (2, 4) and (3, 4)
in Fig. 1b). This is because all the links on the same segment
must be traversed by the same set of m-cycles. Generally,
if a pair of links forms a cut [28] of the network topology,
the corresponding link failures cannot be distinguished by
any cycle-based monitoring scheme. To achieve 100% link
failure localization, extra link-based monitors and supervisory
wavelengths are required. In Fig. 1b, an extra link-based
monitor and a supervisory wavelength can be added to either
(2, 4) or (3, 4) and thus all individual link failures will be
distinguishable. Although the total number of monitors is
increased from 3 to 4, it is still less than 7, as required by
a pure link-based monitoring scheme.
Let the length of an m-cycle be the number of links it
passes through, or equivalently the number of supervisory
wavelength-links it requires. The total length of all cycles in
an m-cycle solution is called the cover length. Define the cost
ratio r as the ratio of a monitor cost to the cost of a supervisory
wavelength-link. The cost of a monitor may denote only the
hardware cost of the monitor. But, if we want to take the
quantified fault management cost into account, it can also be
amortized into the cost of each monitor. Then, the monitoring
cost can be defined as
Monitoring cost = r × number of monitors+ cover length.
(1)
Assume r = 5. For the solution in Fig. 1b with three simple
m-cycles, the cover length is 10 and the monitoring cost is
5× 3 + 10 = 25. If we need to achieve 100% link failure lo-
calization (default hereafter) with one more link-based monitor
and supervisory wavelength-link, the monitoring cost will be
increased to 25 + 5 + 1 = 31.
B. Simple m-Cycle Design
A Heuristic Spanning Tree (HST) algorithm is proposed in
[14] for simple m-cycle design. HST includes two steps. In
the first step, a spanning tree is constructed. The tree roots at
the node with the maximum node degree, and always extends
at the node with the maximum number of neighbors not yet
included in the tree, until a spanning tree is built. Let node 0
0
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Fig. 2. Heuristics for simple m-cycle design.
in Fig. 2a be the root. All links incident on node 0 are first
added to the tree. At this point, all the neighbors of nodes
0 and 5 have already been included in the tree, and each of
the nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 has a common neighbor 5 not yet
included in the tree. Assume that the tree extends at node 4.
Then, link (4, 5) is added and a spanning tree is obtained.
Those links in the spanning tree are called trunks (denoted by
bold lines), and other links are called chords. In the second
step, HST generates a simple m-cycle from each chord, where
all other links on the m-cycle must be trunks. For example, in
Fig. 2a the simple m-cycle generated from chord (1, 4) is c0 :
1−4−0−1 and that from chord (1, 5) is c4 : 1−5−4−0−1.
Another algorithm M2-CYCLE (minimum-length m-cycle)
[15] always constructs m-cycles with the minimum cycle
length, as shown in Fig. 2b. M2-CYCLE also includes two
steps. In the first step, the algorithm constructs a set of m-
cycles to cover the network topology (i.e., any link in the
network must be passed through by at least one m-cycle).
The set of m-cycles are constructed one by one, where the
algorithm repeatedly picks up a link uncovered so far and then
finds a minimum-length m-cycle to cover it. Based on the set
of m-cycles obtained, M2-CYCLE carries out a refinement
process in the second step to generate the final solution. In
particular, if two link failures still cannot be distinguished and
they do not form a cut of the network topology, M2-CYCLE
adds an additional m-cycle to distinguish them. On the other
hand, some m-cycles may be redundant, which can be removed
from the solution without decreasing the accuracy of the link
failure localization. Such redundant m-cycles can be identified
and removed in the refinement process.
It is proved in [15] that M2-CYCLE always outperforms
HST. This can be intuitively understood from three aspects:
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Fig. 3. Non-simple m-cycles.
1) in an HST solution, all the on-cycle links of an m-cycle
must be trunks in the spanning tree, except one chord from
which the m-cycle is generated. Accordingly, m-cycles in HST
generally have larger cycle lengths than those minimum-length
m-cycles generated by M2-CYCLE; 2) the spanning tree in
HST is shared to construct every m-cycle and thus the trunks
are highly utilized. This is against the spirit that the set of m-
cycles are used to distinguish as many link failures as they can,
and thus should pass through different links as possible as they
can to provide a better resolution in link failure localization;
and 3) due to the spanning tree based mechanism, all m-cycles
generated by HST are not redundant. Instead, M2-CYCLE
may generate some redundant m-cycles but will eventually
remove them from the final solution. For example, the first step
in M2-CYCLE may generate a redundant cycle 3− 4− 5− 3
in Fig. 2b, along which all the three possible link failures can
be distinguished by other surrounding m-cycles c1, c4 and c5.
Such kind of redundant cycles are defined as inside tracks [15].
In a large-size network, there could be a lot of similar inside
tracks and all of them will be removed in the second step of
M2-CYCLE. As a result, M2-CYCLE may require much less
m-cycles than HST.
Besides HST and M2-CYCLE, the work in [13] provides an
ILP and a heuristic to generate monitoring solutions consist-
ing of simple m-cycles and paths, but with different design
objectives (e.g., the ILP in [13] minimizes the cover length
under the constraint of a single monitoring location).
Compared with non-simple m-cycle and m-trail design,
simple m-cycle design requires the least amount of running
time, but it generally produces the largest monitoring cost for
a given network.
III. NON-SIMPLE M-CYCLE
A. Concept of Non-Simple m-Cycle
Similar to a simple m-cycle, a non-simple m-cycle is also
a loopback optical pre-cross-connection of supervisory wave-
lengths as shown in Fig. 3. The difference is that a non-simple
m-cycle can pass through some nodes multiple times, and thus
could have different optical pre-cross-connection patterns of
supervisory wavelengths. In Fig. 3, some dotted arrows are
used to indicate the pre-cross-connection patterns of the non-
simple m-cycles. We can see that the two non-simple m-cycles
have the same set of on-cycle links but different optical pre-
cross-connection patterns. However, such a difference in m-
cycle implementation will not affect the monitoring result,
which is only based on the on-off status of the supervisory
d
c
a
b
Fig. 4. Multiple disjoint cycles generated by (2).
optical signal but is independent of the pre-cross-connection
pattern of the m-cycle. As a result, the two non-simple m-
cycles in Fig. 3 can be practically treated as the same.
Compared with a simple m-cycle, a non-simple m-cycle
intends to consume more supervisory wavelength-links due
to its more complex optical structure. On the other hand, this
also means that more links can share the same monitor, which
helps to reduce the required number of monitors. In principle,
it is possible that multiple simple m-cycles are combined
into a single non-simple m-cycle by rearranging the pre-
cross-connection pattern at the intersection nodes. Although
non-simple m-cycles still keep the cyclic optical loopback
structure, they are more flexible than simple m-cycles in
exploring the mesh connectivity of a network [27] due to the
weaker constraint on the monitoring structure.
B. Non-Simple m-Cycle Design
Compared with simple m-cycle design, the non-simple m-
cycle design is subject to much larger complexity. Due to the
flexible monitoring structure of non-simple m-cycles, it is not
easy to develop a heuristic similar to HST or M2-CYCLE for
non-simple m-cycle allocation. Similar approaches based on
candidate cycle enumeration are not practical in non-simple m-
cycle design, because the number of all possible non-simple
cycles in a network is much more than that of simple cycles,
and both numbers grow exponentially with the network size.
A new approach to design non-simple m-cycles is based on
ILP but without candidate cycle enumeration. In other words,
cycles are directly formulated in the ILP. As formulated in (2),
cycles can be defined by requiring each node in the network
to have an even number of on-cycle links incident on it [29].
∑
(u,v)∈E
ejuv = 2z
j
u ∀u ∈ V, ∀j. (2)
In (2), E is the set of all links in the network and V is
the set of all nodes. ejuv is a binary variable where e
j
uv = 1
indicates that a particular cycle j passes through link (u, v) (0
otherwise). If zju is defined as a binary variable, there could
be at most two on-cycle links of cycle j incident on a node u.
This defines simple cycles. On the other hand, if we define zju
as a general integer variable, then cycle j can pass through a
node multiple times and thus non-simple cycles are enabled.
However, an issue in the above cycle formulation is that
multiple disjoint cycles can be generated by (2), although we
intend to formulate only a single cycle. As shown in Fig. 4,
every node has an even number of on-cycle links incident on
it, but we get two disjoint cycles without any common node
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or link. In fact, multiple disjoint cycles can be generated, and
the exact number of cycles is still unknown.
In the optimal design of m-cycles, the above problem is not
allowed because we need to accurately count the number of
monitors required, which equals to the number of m-cycles.
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that only a single cycle
is generated at a time. This is achieved by adding additional
constraints in the ILP to exclude all other cycles but keep
only one at a time. In particular, a flow-based analysis is
carried out in [16], where each node pair in the network is
sequentially checked to see whether a flow can exist between
the two nodes. The flow must go along only the on-cycle
links, and it must obey flow conservation [28] at all nodes
except at the node pair currently being checked (which serve
as the source and the sink of the flow). In Fig. 4, we can see
that there are multiple possible flows between nodes a and b
as indicated by the arrows, and thus the two nodes are on the
same cycle. On the contrary, we cannot find any flow between
nodes a and d because they are on different cycles.
Based on the above flow analysis, the ILP ensures the
existence of at least one flow for any pair of on-cycle nodes,
or equivalently a single cycle is generated at a time. Note
that the flow-based analysis provides a logical approach and
it is independent of the pre-cross-connection pattern of the m-
cycle. For example, it does not matter which one of the three
flows in Fig. 4 exists between nodes a and b, because we only
concern about whether a flow can exist or not.
In the ILP-based approach, another key issue is to formulate
a distinct alarm code for each distinguishable link failure.
To achieve this, decimal alarm codes are invented in [16]
which are decimal translations of the corresponding binary
alarm codes, as shown by the last column in Fig. 1c. Decimal
alarm codes can greatly help to reduce the complexity of
the ILP-based design, because we can directly check whether
two decimal alarm codes are equal or not without bit-wise
comparison (which is required in the binary alarm code
scenario).
Although ensuring unequal decimal alarm codes is a non-
linear task and thus is not easy to be formulated in an ILP,
we can find multiple ways to tackle this problem. The idea
in [16] is to let each decimal alarm code take a value from
the set of all possible candidate alarm codes, and meanwhile
avoid assigning the same value to two different link failures.
Assume that J denotes the maximum number of m-cycles
in the solution (which needs to be properly estimated as in
[16]). Let auv be the decimal alarm code of link (u, v), and
ykuv be a binary variable indicating whether a decimal value k
is assigned to link (u, v) (ykuv = 1) or not (ykuv = 0). Then, the
following set of constraints (3)-(6) ensures a distinct decimal
alarm code for each link failure (assume that all link failures
are distinguishable).
αuv =
∑
j
2j × ejuv ∀(u, v) ∈ E; (3)
αuv =
2J−1∑
k=1
k × ykuv ∀(u, v) ∈ E; (4)
2J−1∑
k=1
ykuv = 1, ∀(u, v) ∈ E; (5)
∑
(u,v)∈E
ykuv ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2J − 1}. (6)
In particular, constraint (3) translates a binary alarm code
into a decimal one; constraint (4) formulates a decimal alarm
code into a combinatorial sum of all possible candidate alarm
codes {1, 2, . . . , 2J − 1}; constraint (5) specifies that one and
only one value in the candidate set {1, 2, . . . , 2J−1} must be
assigned to a specific link failure; finally, constraint (6) says
that no two link failures can take the same decimal alarm code.
Note that if two links form a cut of the network topology, any
cycle-based monitoring scheme cannot distinguish the two link
failures. Then, the ILP needs to be slightly modified as detailed
in [16]. To achieve 100% link failure localization in this case,
a common approach is to add additional link-based monitors
[14]–[16], as we also discussed earlier in the example in Fig.
1.
To achieve optimal design of m-cycles with the minimum
monitoring cost, the objective function is formulated as fol-
lows.
min
⎧⎨
⎩r
∑
j
mj +
∑
j
∑
(u,v)∈E
cuve
j
uv
⎫⎬
⎭ . (7)
Basically, objective (7) is a direct translation of (1). In (7),
mj = 1 means that cycle j is an m-cycle in the solution and
mj = 0 otherwise. cuv is the cost of adding one supervisory
wavelength to link (u, v) (cuv = 1 if hop-count is used as the
cost metric). So the first term in (7) denotes the number of
monitors, and the second term denotes the cover length. Note
that HST and M2-CYCLE heuristics can only generate simple
m-cycle solutions without any tradeoff between the number of
monitors and the cover length. Such a tradeoff is enabled in
the ILP-based approach by adjusting the value of r. Fig. 5
shows the optimal non-simple m-cycle solution for the same
network in Fig. 2. We can see that only four m-cycles are
required. Since we have preset a value of J = 6 which is
larger than necessary, c1 and c4 are empty m-cycles which do
not pass through any link. Compared with the simple m-cycle
solutions in Fig. 2, both the number of required monitors and
the monitoring cost in Fig. 5 are much smaller.
However, ILP-based optimal design of non-simple m-cycles
needs a very long running time as indicated in Fig. 5, and thus
is not scalable at all. This is because the optimal ILP needs to
carry out the flow-based analysis, as well as ensuring a unique
alarm code for each distinguishable link failure as formulated
in (3)-(6).
To reduce the running time, a heuristic is proposed in [16],
which still adopts the ILP-based approach but the flow-based
analysis is removed. As a result, cycles are generated only
based on (2), and multiple disjoint cycles may coexist at
the same time (defined as a cycle set CSj). Accordingly, the
heuristic cannot accurately count the number of m-cycles and
monitors. The objective of the heuristic is to minimize the
sum of all the decimal alarm codes plus the cover length. As
we can see from an alarm code table, if the sum of all the
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Fig. 5. Optimal non-simple m-cycle solution.
Fig. 6. M-cycle design based on the heuristic ILP for SmallNet with J = 8 and γ = 0.
decimal alarm codes is minimized, the required number of
bits in the binary alarm codes can be suppressed, which has a
direct effect in reducing the required number of m-cycles and
monitors. As a side effect, this also helps to reduce the total
number of 1s in the binary alarm codes, which is equivalent
to reducing the cover length. Generally, the former effect is
much greater than the latter [16]. So, the ILP-based heuristic
uses the sum of all the decimal alarm codes as a heuristic
measure for monitor cost. Similar to (7), the cover length can
be included in the objective function, and a heuristic cost ratio
γ can also be applied to provide a way for achieving tradeoff
between the monitor cost and the cover length, although such
a tradeoff control is not as accurate as that in the optimal ILP
model. By removing the flow-based analysis, the ILP can be
greatly simplified with much shorter running time, but optimal
solutions are not ensured.
Figs. 6 and 7 show two solutions generated by the heuristic
ILP [16] for the same SmallNet topology [14], where the value
of the heuristic cost ratio γ is varied in the two figures to
achieve a tradeoff between the monitor cost and the cover
length.
IV. MONITORING TRAIL (M-TRAIL)
A. Concept of m-Trail
Although non-simple m-cycle is much more flexible than
simple m-cycle in exploring the mesh connectivity of a net-
work, it is still subject to the cycle constraint on the monitoring
structure. This limits the flexibility in coding each link with a
distinct alarm code. An apparent observation is that, without
the aid of link-based monitoring, a cycle-based monitoring
scheme cannot distinguish two link failures if the two links
form a cut of the network topology. If link-based monitoring
is used, although 100% link failure localization can always be
ensured, the m-cycle design algorithms discussed earlier still
fail in carrying out a joint design by optimizing the allocation
of both m-cycles and link-based monitors at the same time.
In fact, the monitoring structure is not necessarily cycle-
based. By removing the cycle constraint, the monitoring
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Fig. 7. M-cycle design based on the heuristic ILP for SmallNet with J = 9 and γ = 1024.
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Fig. 8. Fast link failure localization based on m-trails.
structure can be arbitrary trails which are general supervisory
lightpaths. Such a monitoring structure is called monitoring
trail, or m-trail [17], [18]. Similar to a non-simple m-cycle, an
m-trail can pass through a node multiple times, and different
pre-cross-connection patterns of the supervisory wavelengths
do not affect the monitoring result.
Fig. 8a shows the structure of an m-trail, where the two
triangles denote a pair of optical transceivers to support the
supervisory optical signal, and a dedicated monitor is equipped
at the sink node R. If any link on the m-trail fails, the monitor
detects the off-status of the supervisory optical signal and
generates an alarm. Fig. 8b shows an m-trail solution for the
same network in Fig. 1b, with the alarm code table in Fig. 8c.
Compared with the simple m-cycle solution in Fig. 1b which
requires three simple m-cycles and one link-based monitor to
achieve 100% link failure localization, only three m-trails and
monitors are required in Fig. 8b. Notably, the two links (2,
4) and (3, 4) form a cut of the network topology, but the
corresponding link failures can be distinguished by two m-
trails t0 and t1 due to their acyclic monitoring structure.
The concept of m-trail generalizes all the previously studied
monitoring structures, including simple, non-simple m-cycles
and link-based monitoring. In particular, simple and non-
simple m-cycles can be treated as closed trails, and link-based
monitoring is also a special case of m-trail. As a supervisory
lightpath, an m-trail can also take the general structure of
Simple m-cycle 
Non-simple m-cycle 
Link-based monitoring 
Open trail 
Non-link-based open trail 
Closed trail 
m-trail 
Fig. 9. M-trail is a generalization of all monitoring structures.
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Fig. 10. Formulating a single m-trail using the voltage constraint.
non-link-based open trail. Fig. 9 summarizes the relationship
among different monitoring structures studied so far.
B. M-Trail Design
We first consider the optimal design of m-trails using an
ILP approach. As shown in Fig. 10, we use on-trail vectors
(vectors for short) to denote the supervisory wavelengths
of an m-trail tj . A vector u → v denotes a supervisory
wavelength of tj on link (u, v), with the supervisory optical
signal transmitted from node u to node v. Each m-trail tj has
a unique source-sink (i.e., T − R) node pair. Let Δu be the
difference of the number of outbound and inbound vectors at
node u. For an open trail, we have ΔT = 1, ΔR = −1, and
Δu = 0 for u = T and u = R. In other words, the vectors
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must obey flow conservation at each node, except at source T
and sink R. For a closed trail, T and R denote the same node
(we still use the term “T −R node pair” for simplicity), and
we have Δu = 0 for each node u in the network.
Similar to the ILP-based non-simple m-cycle design [16], it
is incomplete to formulate an m-trail only based on the above
flow conservation property, because multiple disjoint cycles
may be generated at the same time. As we can see in Fig.
10a, although flow conservation is not violated, we get an
open trail and a disjoint cycle.
To generate a single m-trail tj at a time, a voltage analysis
is carried out [17]. The purpose of the voltage analysis
is to complement the above flow-conservation-based m-trail
formulation, such that only a single m-trail is formulated by
excluding all other possible disjoint cycles. In particular, a
positive voltage value is defined for each vector u → v
on tj , as denoted by a fraction next to each vector in Fig.
10. If a link (u, v) is not traversed by tj , by default the
corresponding voltage value is 0. For any node traversed by tj
except sink R, the sum of the voltage values of its outbound
vectors must be larger than that of its inbound vectors. This
is called the voltage constraint. Voltage value only provides
an analytical tool to support our voltage analysis, and it does
not have any physical meaning in real world. Accordingly,
the specific voltage values are not important as long as the
voltage constraint is obeyed. Note that the voltage constraint
does not apply to sink R. If an m-trail tj traverses any node
at most once as shown in Figs. 10a & 10b, the voltage values
of the vectors must keep increasing along tj , except at sink
R where a voltage decrease may occur. In Fig. 10a, we can
find a feasible set of voltage values for those vectors on the
open trail. Since the cycle does not pass through sink R, the
voltage values of those on-cycle vectors must keep increasing
along the cycle. Then, a voltage conflict will occur due to the
cyclic structure, and the voltage constraint cannot be satisfied
at every node (e.g. at node d).
Based on the above mechanism, the ILP can exclude all
other disjoint cycles but generate a single m-trail at a time.
On the other hand, if a closed trail (i.e., a cycle) passes through
sink R as shown in Fig. 10b, voltage conflict will not occur
because the voltage constraint does not apply to sink R. Since
the ILP ensures a single T − R node pair for each m-trail,
only the trail passing through the unique T − R node pair is
kept and all other disjoint trails will be excluded. Note that
the voltage constraint can also be applied to the case where
some nodes are traversed multiple times by an m-trail [17],
as illustrated in Fig. 10c. With the above voltage analysis,
the ILP can accurately count the number of m-trails in the
solution. Accordingly, the total cost of all monitors can be
properly formulated.
To assign a distinct alarm code to each possible link failure,
the concept of decimal alarm codes is used to avoid bit-
wise comparisons in the corresponding binary alarm codes.
Although the set of constraints (3)-(6) can be directly used in
m-trail design, a huge number of variables will be involved.
As we can see in constraints (4)-(6), ykuv will introduce
(2J − 1) × |E| variables to the ILP solver, where J is the
maximum number of m-cycles or m-trails in the solution and
|E| is the total number of links in the network. This number
increases exponentially with J , and thus the ILP running time
will be dramatically increased if the network size is large.
To reduce the required number of ILP variables, an ap-
proach is proposed in [17] to allocate a distinct alarm code for
each link failure. Specifically, a binary variable fxyuv is defined
to indicate the inequality between two decimal alarm codes
αuv and αxy . fxyuv = 1 means αuv > αxy and f
xy
uv = 0
means αuv < αxy . Let (u, v), (x, y) ∈ E : (u, v) = (x, y)
denote two distinct links (u, v) and (x, y). With a predefined
small positive constant β, the following constraints (8)-(9) can
efficiently ensure αuv = αxy. Otherwise, the two constraints
cannot hold at the same time, no matter whether the binary
variable fxyuv takes the value of 0 or 1.
β + β (αuv − αxy) ≤ fxyuv ∀(u, v), (x, y) ∈ E (8)
(u, v) = (x, y);
β + β (αxy − αuv) ≤ 1− fxyuv ∀(u, v), (x, y) ∈ E (9)
(u, v) = (x, y).
In constraints (8)-(9), the specific value of β is not impor-
tant, as long as it is a positive value small enough to ensure
β+β×|αuv−αxy| ≤ 1. For example, if we allow 9 m-trails in
the solution, the candidate set of all the decimal alarm codes
is {1, 2, . . . , 29−1}, and β can be predefined in 0 < β ≤ 1512 .
In contrast to the (29−1)×|E| variables (i.e., ykuv) in (4)-(6),
the number of variables (i.e., fxyuv ) in (8)-(9) is dramatically
reduced to |E|×(|E|−1)2 .
The objective function in m-trail design is similar to (7) and
is formulated by minimizing the monitoring cost in (1). We
will not give the details of the ILP in this article, and interested
readers may refer to [17]. With the ILP-based approach, an
efficient tradeoff between the monitor cost and the cover
length can be achieved by adjusting the value of the cost
ratio r. Since m-trail is the most general monitoring structure
and it takes all the previously studied monitoring structures as
special cases (see Fig. 9), an m-trail solution can always ensure
100% link failure localization for any network topology. On
the other hand, optimal design of m-trails ensures the true
optimality of the monitoring resource allocation, because all
possible monitoring structures are jointly optimized.
Fig. 11 shows an optimal m-trail solution generated by the
ILP [17] for a simple network topology. Clearly, m-trail t2
is a closed trail, or an m-cycle. Fig. 12 shows an m-trail
solution for the SmallNet Topology [14]. In both examples, J
is predefined larger than necessary. The final solution contains
less than J m-trails, and others are empty trails which do not
pass through any link. For example, t3, t5 and t6 in Fig. 12 are
empty trails. Basically, empty trails can be removed from the
alarm code table by rearranging the value of all the decimal
alarm codes accordingly.
Since the ILP-based approach is not scalable, a two-step
heuristic is proposed in [18] for scalable m-trail design in
large-size networks. The first step is called Random Code
Assignment (RCA), where a unique (temporary) alarm code
is assigned to each link failure in a random manner, with
the key spirit of ensuring 100% link failure localization first.
The second step is an iterative process called Random Code
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Fig. 11. Optimal m-trail solution for a simple network topology.
Fig. 12. M-trail solution for the SmallNet topology with 10 nodes and 22 links.
Swapping (RCS), which shapes the monitoring structures
obtained from RCA into m-trails.
In RCS, each bit in all binary alarm codes is sequentially
analyzed to check whether one or a set of disjoint m-trails
are formed or not. Note that an m-trail must obey flow
conservation at all nodes except at the source T and the sink
R, but the monitoring structures obtained from RCA may not
satisfy this constraint. Accordingly, RCS initiates an iterative
process to find those nodes with odd degree of on-trail vectors.
By properly swapping alarm codes between some pairs of
links based on a bit-wise analysis, RCS gradually reduces the
number of nodes with odd degree of on-trail vectors, until an
m-trail (or an m-trail and a set of disjoint m-cycles) is formed,
which means there are at most two nodes in the network
with odd degree of on-trail vectors. This process is iteratively
carried out bit-by-bit from the LSB (Least Significant Bit) of
the binary alarm codes to the MSB (Most Significant Bit),
until all the monitoring structures are shaped into m-trails and
m-cycles.
When swapping two alarm codes between a pair of links,
the algorithm ensures that all the previously formed m-trails
(i.e., those binary bits analyzed so far) will not be changed.
Whenever it is found that the number of bits (i.e., the length of
a binary alarm code, or equivalently the number of monitors)
is not sufficient for ensuring 100% link failure localization,
a new bit is added as the MSB of the binary alarm codes.
This increases the length of the binary alarm codes by one,
but doubles the size of the candidate alarm code set such
that more candidate alarm codes can be used for swapping.
Eventually, 100% link failure localization, which is initially
ensured in RCA, will be kept throughout the RCS process, and
all monitoring structures will be shaped into m-trails by RCS.
In short, RCA carries out an initial alarm code assignment
to ensure 100% link failure localization, and RCS aims at
shaping the monitoring structures into m-trails by swapping
some alarm codes based on the flow conservation constraint.
The above idea is illustrated by a simple example in Fig.
13, where the network topology is the same as that in Fig.
11. Fig. 13a shows the result of RCA, where a set of decimal
alarm codes 1-9 is randomly assigned to the links with their
binary translations in the brackets. The LSBs of all the binary
alarm codes are first analyzed, where a “1” denotes an on-trail
vector and a “0” otherwise. The resulting vectors are indicated
by the dashed lines in Fig. 13a. We can see that four nodes
0, 1, 2 and 3 have odd number of dashed lines incident on
each. If we swap the alarm codes between two links (0, 2)
and (1, 2), the updated alarm code assignment is shown in
Fig. 13b. The number of nodes with odd degree of vectors is
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Fig. 13. Heuristic m-trail design algorithm based on RCA and RCS.
reduced from 4 to 2, and the structure consisting of the dashed
lines in Fig. 13a is shaped into the broad-brush m-trail in Fig.
13b. Since an m-trail is obtained, the analysis on the LSBs of
the binary alarm codes is complete. Then, RCS turns to check
the second bit, where the vectors indicated by “1” are denoted
by the dotted lines in Fig. 13b.
At this point, four nodes 0, 1, 5 and 6 have odd number
of dotted lines incident on each. If we swap the alarm codes
between two links (0, 2) and (1, 6), the updated alarm code
assignment is shown in Fig. 13c. This time, the structure
consisting of the dotted lines in Fig. 13b is shaped into the
broad-brush m-trail in Fig. 13c. Note that we can swap the
alarm codes of links (0, 2) and (1, 6), because the LSBs of
their binary alarm codes are the same. In RCS, if we want to
swap the alarm codes of two link failures, all the previously
analyzed bits of the two binary alarm codes must be the same,
such that the swapping will not change the m-trails obtained
so far. Otherwise, we have to add another bit as the new MSB
to provide more candidate alarm codes for swapping.
An issue in RCS is that multiple disjoint m-trails may be
generated when we analyze a particular bit in the binary alarm
codes. For the example in Fig. 13, when we analyze the second
bit, the alarm code 1 (0001) of link (0, 1) and 7 (0111) of link
(4, 6) also have the same LSB of “1”. As a result, we can also
swap the alarm codes of links (0, 1) and (4, 6) as indicated by
the dotted arrow in Fig. 13c, instead of swapping the alarm
codes between links (0, 2) and (1, 6) as we have done earlier.
If so, the number of nodes with odd degree of vectors will
also be reduced from 4 (i.e., nodes 0, 1, 5 and 6 as indicated
by the dotted lines in Fig. 13b) to 2 (i.e., nodes 4 and 5 as
indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 13c). Instead of having a
single m-trail as shown by the dotted broad-brush line in Fig.
13c, a link-based m-trail at link (4, 5) and a disjoint m-cycle
0 − 1 − 2 − 0 will be generated, as shown by the (regular)
dotted lines in Fig. 13c.
V. BOUNDS ON THE NUMBER OF MONITORS
As formulated in (1), the monitoring cost can be defined as
a weighted sum of the monitor cost (denoted by the number of
monitors) and the cover length. On the other hand, the required
number of monitors has attracted more research attentions
[13], [16], [18] than the cover length. In addition to decreasing
the hardware cost, reducing the required number of monitors
can greatly simplify the fault management and thus make the
network more scalable.
In simple m-cycle design, the required number of monitors
increases linearly with the network size. For example, the
spanning tree based algorithm HST [14] generates a simple
m-cycle from each chord. Let E be the set of all the links
and V be the set of all the nodes in the network. Because
a network has |V | − 1 trunks and |E| − |V | + 1 chords, an
HST solution contains exactly |E| − |V | + 1 m-cycles, plus
additional link-based monitors if required for achieving 100%
link failure localization. Although the number of required
monitors is generally less than |E| (which is required by the
conventional link-based monitoring), it still increases linearly
with the network size.
The work in [16] proposes the ILP-based approach and
the concept of non-simple m-cycles. Besides introducing an
efficient tradeoff between the monitor cost and the cover
length (which cannot be achieved in HST and M2-CYCLE),
a more significant contribution of [16] is that the required
number of monitors is dramatically reduced. In [16], the m-
cycle design problem is translated into the binary coding of
individual link failures, subject to the network topology and
the cycle constraints. Since each m-cycle matches one bit
in the binary alarm codes, the required number of m-cycles
is dramatically reduced from O(|E|) to O(log2 |E|) (note
that only the number of m-cycles is considered, and some
necessary link-based monitors for achieving 100% link failure
localization is not counted here). This is due to the more
flexible monitoring structure of non-simple m-cycles, which
greatly weakens the cycle constraint compared with simple
m-cycles, and thus gives more flexibility to the binary coding
of the link failures.
However, the cycle constraint is still not removed in non-
simple m-cycle design. The monitoring structure is still limited
to either simple/non-simple m-cycles or link-based monitors,
and other open trails are not considered. Besides, the monitor-
ing resource allocation is not jointly optimized by considering
both m-cycles and link-based monitors at the same time. All
the above limitations prevent the number of required monitors
from being reduced further. With the concept of m-trails
proposed in [17], all those limitations are removed, and thus
the minimum number of required monitors can be achieved
for 100% link failure localization.
However, this does not mean that the number of monitors
required by an m-trail solution is always in O(log2 |E|). Note
that in non-simple m-cycle design, O(log2 |E|) only counts
the number of m-cycles. If we count the total number of
required monitors, some additional link-based monitors still
need to be considered. Due to the diversity of the network
topologies, in some extreme cases the required number of
link-based monitors could be very huge for achieving 100%
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link failure localization. For example, in a ring topology, an
m-cycle design is not feasible at all, and every link needs
a link-based monitor if the general m-trail structure is not
adopted. If m-trail design is considered, it is proved in [18]
that |E|/2 monitors are always sufficient for 100% link
failure localization in any two-connected network, and it is
also the necessary number of monitors for a ring network.
Obviously, this is much larger than O(log2 |E|). On the other
hand, solutions generated from the ILP indicate that exactly
log2 |E| m-trails and monitors are sufficient for achieving
100% link failure localization in a fully-meshed topology, but
it is very hard to find a theoretical proof for this observation.
Instead, an upper bound of 6 + log2 (|E|+ 1) monitors is
proved in [18] for achieving 100% link failure localization in
a fully-meshed topology.
A general observation is that the required number of moni-
tors decreases as the average node degree increases. Although
increasing the average node degree leads to more links in the
network and thus intuitively more m-trails and monitors may
be required, it actually increases the network connectivity and
thus relaxes the topology constraint on coding the link failures.
Based on the heuristic solutions obtained in various randomly
generated networks, it is shown in [18] that for most networks
with moderate node degree, the required number of m-trails
and monitors is only slightly above log2 |E|. As a result, an
m-trail based monitoring scheme can greatly simplify the fault
management in a large-size network.
VI. FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS
Although our experiments indicate that a fully-meshed net-
work needs exactly log2 |E| m-trails and monitors to achieve
100% link failure localization, finding a theoretical proof for
this observation is still an open problem. Due to the diversity
of the network topologies, more results other than those
observed in [18] are expected on how the required number
of monitors changes with the network topologies. Besides, it
would be an interesting supplement to take the cover length
into similar studies.
In this article, we showed that m-trail provides the most
general optical layer monitoring structure by including all the
previously studied structures. However, non-simple m-cycle
design may be desired in some applications, especially when
we hope that the same node can send out the supervisory
optical signal and meanwhile check the content or the quality
of the loopback optical signal. Compared with an m-cycle,
an open m-trail separates the optical transmitter and receiver
at two different nodes. This may introduce additional cost,
but it can be easily incorporated into the optimization process
by slightly modifying the ILP. Besides, in the monitoring
schemes we studied, monitors can be equipped at an arbitrary
set of nodes, and thus there is no additional constraint on
the monitoring sites. In practice, we may hope that the set
of monitors can be equipped at some given nodes, or at a
centralized manager to facilitate the alarm code collection and
distribution. We noticed that similar engineering implementa-
tions have been considered in [13]. Such requirements can also
be formulated in our ILP by adding some extra constraints.
Note that all the schemes reviewed in this article consider
only a single link failure in the network. Based on the
monitoring structures and design approaches discussed in this
article, a direct extension is to consider fault localization in
optical networks under multiple failures or SRLG (Shared
Risk Link Group) constraints. In fact, some researchers have
initiated similar work. In particular, the work in [12] considers
failure localization of SRLG with up to k links, where
the monitor/monitors can be placed at a single or multiple
locations. Some necessary and sufficient conditions on monitor
placement and network connectivity, as well as the minimum
number of required monitors, are derived for unique SRLG
failure localization. A heuristic and an ILP model based on
simple cycle enumeration are also formulated in [12]. But,
the work in [12] only considers simple m-cycles and paths.
It would be interesting to see how non-simple m-cycles and
m-trails can be applied in similar applications. Since fault
localization is a common concern in other networks such
as Internet and wireless networks, we also expect that the
concepts and methodologies studied in this article can be
extended to solve similar fault localization problems in those
networks.
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